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International Timing and PhaseComparison
of Business Cycles
(1) Before takingup the financial statistics it isnecessary to form
an opinion about thecovariatjon and possible interdependenceof business cyclesas a whole for the countrieson which our study
centers: the United States, GreatBritain, France, and Germany. For this purposewe shall compare their reference cyclesas deter- mined by the NationalBureau of Economic Research.These refer-
ence cycles are simply the datesof the upper and lowerturning points of "general business"in the respective countries(Table 1).' Intercountrycomparisons of this kind were initiatedby Wesley C. Mitchell.2 Our discussionof reference cycles will becarried only as far as is necessary to givea background against which thevarious specific series can be studied.
Reference cyclesare obtained througha method that amounts essentially to anaveraging of the specific cyclesof numerous time series. The specific cyclesof the individualtime series are obtained from an inspectionof the data. The datesof the upper and lower turning points of thegeneral business cycle, butnot the amplitude, are then deduced.
For the purposes ofanalyzing the internationalliming of business cycles forour four countrieswe have limited ourselvesto the period from September1879 to August 1914(419 months) and from June 1919to July 19.32 (157 months).The break is for World War I, during whichtime there was muchinteraction between the economies of Great Britain,France, and the UnitedStates, but not between them and thatof Germany, althoughthe latter country
'For a more detaileddescription, and, Inarticu1ar, a more precisedefinitj0 of "reference cycles"and 'reference dates,cf. Burns and Mitchell,op. cit., Chap. 2, sec. 2. especiallypage 24, note 1.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.INTERNATIONAL TIMING OF BUSINESS CYCLES
also experienced a cycle of similar durationas did the first three.
After 1932 no reference dates have been set by the National
Bureau of Economic Research for Germany because of the peculiar
experiences her economy underwent, the untrustworthiness of
some of the essential statistics, and its preparation for war. It is
not certain that it will ever be possible to fix reference dates for
them according to the criteria used for the earlier periods. Onthe
other hand it cannot be doubted that therewere wide fluctuations
in business conditions. Thismay be noted here as indicating a
possible serious dicu1ty with the notion ofacontinuoussequence
of cycles.3 In fact between two cyclesmay be undefined fluctuations
that do not conform tocommon characteristics of "cycles."
(2) We shall first examine bya simple conspectus the behavior
of the reference cycles of the fourcountries in relation to one
another. Chart I shows the turning points andTables 2 and 3
summarize the essential statistics.
The chart indicates clearly thata considerable degree of uni-
formity in upturns and downturnscan often be observed; also,
it indicates that there isa rather striking difference between the
cycles of the United Stateson the one hand and those of the three
European countrieson the other. Greater regularity is evident
during the periodup to 1914 than after World War I.
All this corresponds fairly well withour general intuitive knowl-
edge about these phenomena. Thereasons for the great independ-
ence of the American cycle are not quite clearat first sight, but
the more closely knit performanceof the three European cycles
is more easily understandable,i.e.,if interaction among them
or a common factor is assumed to have beenoperative. Until
1914 the contacts of these Europeancountries were intimate
and growing rapidly, especiallyin their financial and commercial
relations. The common gold standardhad a strongly unifying in-
fluence.
(3) Table 2 indicates for howmany months all four, and
separately the three European,countries were "in the same phase."
To avoid possible misunderstandings,we are considering turning
points only. If we say thatcountries are in the same phase,we do
not mean more than that therespective reference cycle chronologies
are between the same sequence of turningpoints. Since the under-
'This is expounded in 0. Morgenstem,"Organisation, Leistungen undwci- tere Aufgaben der Konjunkturforschung,"Public Statistical institute forEco- nomu Research, Sofia, Vol. x, No. 1, 1935,pp. 14-28, eap. pp. 25-26.
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TABLE 2
Phase Comparison of Reference Cycles
Three European countries
'September 1879-August 1914, 419 months.
June 1919-July 1932, 157 months.
lying series often show many more fluctuations between two turn-
ing points, it is quite possible that at any given moment some of
the data underlying the determination of the troughs and peaks
show an upward movement for one country and a downward
movement for another. In this narrower sense numerous individual
series need not at all be in the same phase. None of these move-
ments could however be considered important enough to require
another demarcation of the turning points of the whole business
cycle actually chosen.
Before World War I all four countries were in the same phase
in 535 per cent of all months,4 expansion with 31.3 per cent
'Thc nce of this percentage and of all such following numbers has
to be tested. Cf. below, pages 53 if.
45
PREWAR PERIODã POSTWAR PERIODb
Number Per centNumber Per cent
of months of totalof months of total
1. All three expand
2. All three contract
3. ALl three in same phase (1 + 2)





















5. Three European countries expand,
United States expands 131 31.3 28 17.8
6. Three European countries expand,
United States contracts 68 16.2 12 7.7
7. Three European countries contract,
United States expands 56 13.4 3 1.9
8. Three European countries contract,
United States contracts 93 22.2 28 17.8
9. Three European countries in
same phase, United States in
opposite phase (6 + 7) 124 29.6 15 9.6
10. Four countries in same phase
(5+8) 224 53.5 56 35.6
11. Four countries indifferent phase
(4+6+7) 195 46.5 101 64.4






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.TIMING AND PHASE COMPARISON
substantially larger than contraction with 22.2per cent.5 After
the war they were in the same phase in only 35.7 per cent of the
months, equally divided between expansion and contraction with
17.8 per cent. Thus a considerable increase in the irregularities
must be noted. Significantly, the United States was out of step
that is, in a different phase when the three European countries were
in the same phaseless in the postwar than in the prewar period.
'It must be noted that the difference between the percentages in the same
phase In expansion and in contraction does not necessarily indicate that the
countries are more dosely associated in one phase than in the other. These per-
centages depend partly on the relative duration of the expansions and the con-
tractions. That is, in the case of two countries, if there are more months of
expansion than contraction for the two countries taken together, the percentage
In the same phase in expansion must exceed that for contraction, whether
the cycles in the two countries are related or not. Moreover this "bias" cannot
be entirely corrected by relating the number of months in the same phase in
expansion to the total number of months in expansion for the two countries to-
gether, for this percentage too will exceed the corresponding one for contraction
whenever the total duration of expansion in the two countries taken together
exceeds the total duration of contraction, and vice versa. Similar tendencies
are present when snore than two countries are compared.
Let E1 and E, be the percentage of months in expansion in countries 1 and
2; C1 and C2 the percentage in contraction. Let e be the percentage of months
the two countries are in the same phase in expansion, c the same for contrac-
tion, and d the percentage in different phase. Then
E1 + E = 2e + d
Ci + C2 = 2c + d
Hence, if Ei -+ Ee> C2 + C,, it follows that e> c. Also,
e C
Ei+Es>C1+C,
'This holds regardless of the relation between the two countries. In the case of
independence, the "expected" proportions in the same phase in expansion and
contraction respectively are E1E, and C1C,. If Ei + E,> Ci + C2, it follows
that E1E2> C1C,, and
EE.>CiC,
Ei+E,Cii+C2
With more than two countries the same results cannot be inferred generally,
but they do hold as the expected results in the case of independence provided
the E's are equal or not too unequal.
The values of E for Tables 3 and 4 are:
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Sept. 1879-June 1919-June 1919-
Aug. 1914 July 1932 Sept. 1938
United States 0.54 0.46 0.55
Great Britain 0.61 0.44 0.56
France 0.53 0.68 0.62
Germany
n.a.: not available.
0.55 0.58 n.a.INTERNATIONAL TIMiNG OF BUSINESS CYCLES
To put it differently, the three European countries became less
in step with each other but more in step (as a group) with the
United States.
As far as the three Europeancountriesare concerned, we observe
that the increase m irregularitywas marked. Before World War I
they were in the same phase in 83.1per cent of the months, ex-
pansion with 47.5 per cent leadingover contraction with 35.6 per
cent. After the war however the percentage in thesame phase is
only 45.2, expansion accounting for 25.5per cent and contraction
for 19.7 per cent of the months. We shallsee later that individual
series behave differently; in particular there occurredsome fairly
definite changes regarding the predominanceof expansion over
contraction out of the total number of months for whichtiming
correspondence exists.
The much weaker covariation after WorldWar I for both groups,
the disappearance of thepredominance of expansion as the chief
common phase for all four countries, and the decline ofthe extent
of this predominance for the threeEuropean countries reveala
great change in the international covariationof business cycles.
While this may be partly dueto systematic, structural changes in-
herent in a differentiatingeconomic development of the fourcoun-
tries, it is perhaps chiefly attributableto the effects of World War 1.It must however be bornein mind that economic policy_
especially cycle policy andrestrictive, autarchic trademeasures
played a much bigger rolein the postwar period thanever before.
This may be anotherpotent factor which counteracted the "natural"
rhythm shown before thewar and increased differentiation.
(4) As far as pairs ofcountries are concerned, Table 4reveals
some rather striking facts. Before WorldWar I the closest similarity
prevailed between Great Britainand Germany, with theextraor- dinary value of 90.2per cent of all months in thesame phase,
followed closely by France-Germanywith 89.7 per cent andGreat
Britain-France with 86.2per cent. Any pair containing theUnited States is at least 21 pointsbelow the lowest of thesethree figures, indicating a much weakercovariation whenever the UnitedStates is involved.
This setup is quite differentafter World War I. Nowthe highest percentage for being in thesame phase is shown by the United
'Although it should also he notedthat there were fewercycles in the postwar period, thus increasing thepossibility of variability fromthe larger prewar sample.TIMiNG AND PHASE COMPARiSON
TABLE 4












- Prewar (September 1879-August 1914, 419 months)
C.B.-FraiCe 210 151361 58 501 36.086.2 13.8
C.B.-GermaflY 221 157378 41 52.7 37.590.2 9.8
France-GermanY 204 172376 43 48.7 41.189.7 10.3
u.S.-.C.B. 167 105272 147 39.9 25.164.935.1
U.S.-France 143 113256 183 34.1 27.081.1 38.9
U.S..Germany 148 113261 158 35.3 27.062.3 37.7
Postwar, including Germany (June 1919-July 1932,157 months)
C.B.-FranCe 81 47 108 49 38.9 29.968.8 31.2
G.B.-Germany 47 48 95 8' 29.9 30.660.5 89.5
France-GermanY 65 31 96 (.1 41.4 19.761.1 38.9
IJ.S.-G.B. 43 60 103 54 27.4 38.265.6 34.4
U.S.-France 64 46 110 47 40.8 29.370.1 29.9
U.S.-Cermany 45 42 87 70 28.7 26.855.444.6
Postwar, excluding Cennany' (June1919-September 1938, 231 months)
C.B.-France 98 58 156 75 42.4 25.167.5 32.5
U.S..-C.B. 93 70 163 68 40.3 30.370.6 29.4
U.S.-France 94 58152 79 40.7 25.165.834.2
'The National Bureau of EconomicResearch has not determined referencedates after 1932
for Germany. If the comparisons forthe other countries are extended throughSeptember 1938,
the results for the period since June 1919(231 months) are as shown.
States-France with 70.1 per cent(note, however, that when the
period is extended to 1938 the highestposition goes to the United
States-Great Britain, 70.6 per cent).The three European pairs, in
the same sequence as in the previousparagraph, have 60.5, 61.1 and
68.8 per cent respectively. Notonly is the order ofmagnitude
reversed (which is of lesser significancethe figures in both in-
stances deviating onlymoderately), but the percentages arcmuch
reduced. This expresses a greaterindependence of movement, a
decrease of prewar "harmony,"if this word be permitted.This is
evidenced especially by Germany:the three percentages involving
Germany are the lowest in thetable. The three pairs containing
the United States show a muchgreater spread of the percentages
than the three European pairsof countries. Two arehigher than
IiNTERNATIONAL TIMING O BUSINESS CYCLES
before the war, the UnitedStates-Great Britain and the United
States-France. United States-Germanywith 55.4 per cent was the
lowest in the postwar period, 5.7points below the lowest of the
prewar pairs.
The fact that GreatBritain-Germany in the prewar period were
not only first in the scale but showedan exceedingly high per.
centage (90.2) is not very surprisingin view of the great inter-
action between their economiesas expressed, for example, by the
large volume of foreign tradewhich passed between them. We
know much less about eithershort-term or long-term capitalmove-
meats but during the first decade of thiscentury they increased
greatly in volume (see ChapterX).
(5) The relationship betweenexpansion and contrsction is more
complicated and theprewar and postwar patterns are no longer
very simple. Before World War 1,expansion led for all six pairs
of countries over contraction.The highest percentage for expansion
is foiid in thc case of GreatBritain-Germany with 52.7; thi5 pair
shows also the highest valuefor both phases together,as stated
above. Again the threepairs of European countries have sub-
stantially higher percentagesfor being together in the phase of
expansion than the three pairscontaining the United States, ot
which the pair formed by theUnited States and France with 34.1
per cent shows the lowest.
The highest correspondence forcontraction obtains with 41.1 per
cent for France-Germany, the lowestwith 25.1 per cent for the
United States-Great Britain. Weobserve once more that the three
pairs of European countries havesubstantially higher percentages
for being together in the of contraction than the threepairs
containing the United States.
After World War I thepicture changes; the greatercovariation
of the cycles of the threeEuropean countries over that of thethree
pairs formed with the United Statesis no longer to be found either
for expansionor for contraction. No othersystematic grouping of
pairs of countries has taken theplace of that before thewar. Thus
we have greater irregularity. The highestcosTespondence for ex-
passion was 4L4 per cent forFrance-Germany, the greatestcorre-
spondence for contractIon 38.2per cent for United States-Great
Britain, which pairgave however the lowest value, 27.4per cent, for all cases ofexpansion. On the other handFrance-Germany gave the lowest value (with 19.7per cent) of all cases ofcon-TiMiNG AND PHASE COMPARISON
traction. The great difference ascompared with the prewar situa-
lion is thus amply illustrated.
In general in the prewar period theUnited States cycle led
those of the three European countries atboth peaks and troughs
(Table 8). No consistent timingrelationship appears amongthe
three European countries.After the war the pattern wasless
definite, although the United Statescycles continued to leadBritish
and French cycles at peaks. Thesecomparisons lend some support
to the notion thatthe United States "exporteddepressions" but
further examination of other data,such as indexes of productions
would be required before itcould be given full credence.Some
financial data are examined fromthis point of view in laterchapters.
The singularly different rhythmof the American cyclesas
expressed by the different timingof their turning pointsand their
shorter average durationcomparedwith that of the other coun-
tries is a frequentlymentioned phenomenon ofconsiderable interest.
It will have to beexamined further. It is plausible toconsider the
youth of this country, therapidity of its development intechnology
and population, its greatgeographical distance fromEurope, all
as contributingfactors making for independenceof movement.
There are furthermoresignificant differencesespecially in the
financial organizationnotably the absence of acentral bank in the
European sense, before1914.
The possibility should notbe dismissed easily thatthe great
geographical distance of theUnited States from Europeand the
fact that Americans weremuch less prone to foreigninvestment
or lending maybe partly responsiblefor a markedly differentrhythm
of its business cycles. Sinceinterest rates havealways been recog-
nized as playing an importantthough still rather obscurerole in
shaping the businesscycle, the factor of distance(often a form
of risk) may indeed havebeen of not inconsiderableimportance.
If it combines withmarked institutional differences, asmentioned
above, then we may have apowerful group of factorsmaking for
a different structureof American cycles, tothe extent to which
that expresses itself intiming relationships.
The three Europeancountries showed greatsimilarity in the
timing of their cyclesbefore 1914 (cf. Chart1). ThiS similarity
is even preservedwhen the durationof the cycles varies.There
are very longcycles from 1882 toapproximately 1900, during which
period they move closelytogether. Then followshorter cycles, but
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again the general parallelism is ziot disturbed. In theP05t War Period
nothing of this sort can be observed. Thesequences of shorteror longer cycles are more irregular within eachcountry so that forall three together or any pair nothing likethe previousharmony, invariant against change-s in the length of thecycles, is show1
(8) The earlier and significantinvariance of theparallelmove. ment against the change in the durationof the cyck__whichcan be seen from inspection ofChart iprovidesus with astrong presumption that the contact between thesethreecountries vas of an organizational character.Indeed the fact thattheParallelism was maintained during both shorteror longer reference cyclesgives support to the thesis thatwe are not only observinga mere Co. variation of independent factors,but a transmissionand an inter- locking of the cycles.It is probably safe torule out thepossibility that themaintenance of thecovariation was producedbysome cause outside of all threecountries. We knowenough about the economic organization of theworld and the roleof these three countries to question sucha hypothesis. The chartstell us nothing, however about thenature of the transmissionits SJ)ee(J, thekind and strength ofthe forces involved,etc.




the relations of the referencecycles after World War Iis due
to an improvement of the materialupon which their determination
is based. Thus the phenomenon wouldnot be a true one; it might
hold equally for theprewar time, if our knowledge of the earlier
data had been as completeas it is for the postwar period.
While it is true that our recent informationis often superior to
that for earlier cycles, the differenceis certainly not so big as to
warrant the above hypothesis that therewas as much disorder be-
fore 1914 in the relations of the referencecycles as after 1919.
Furthermore exactly thesame phenomenon emerges for many
individual series to be discussed in subsequentchapters. There,
no such difference in the accuracy of our information exists,as
e.g., in the case of many interest rates, exchange rates, etc. Since
all these series enter in the determination of thereference cycles,
the latter reflect, to some extent at least, theirbehavior and thus
show no spurious phenomenon.
Section 2. Significance Test for Phase Comparisons0
(10) At this point the question of the significance of thecompari-
son in the behavior of reference cycles arises. Upon examining these
cycles, and in particular the six pairwise phasecomparisons which
are obtained from them, we have drawn a number of general
inferences concerning the business cycles in the fourcountries,
France, Germany, Great Britain, and the United States. Theques-
tion of significance arises both for the period of 419 monthspre..
ceding World War I and for the 157 months after World War I.
To characterize the inferences further,we repeat two of them
here: (1) during the prewar period, the three European reference
cycles exhibit a high degree of correlation, whereas the correspond-
ing American cycle is not so highly correlated with the rest; (2) the
postwar reference cycles appear to be much less correlated with
each other than the prewar. There seems to have appeareda
degree of randomness which may or may not bea direct conse-
quence of the var.
If these statements are based on the reference cycles alone, the
question arises what the significance of the inference is; it takes in
° The test described in this sectionwas suggested to the author by his col-
league Professor John Tukey; in the execution he was greatly assisted by Mr.
Carl Ohman, and Mr. H. J. Arnold, also of the mathematics department of
Princeton University.
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particular the form that an answer must be found to the Problem
whether the apparently high correlations between the European
reference cycles represent a real covariation among the business
cycles of these countries or whether these correlations could have
arisen by chance alone.
Since in the future parts of this volume the same technique for
measuring covariation and general behavior of various time series
will he applied, a detailed significance test is carried out at thi5
point. It will not be repeated at later instances, because the reader
can easily reconstruct the test on the basis of what follows here.
Furthermore the statistical situation in all future cases isvery
similar to the one to be described in the following paragraph
so that an application of the results to he exhibited below is
possible.
(11) To answer these critical questions and others like them,let
us consider the make-up of one of our reference cyclesequences.
It consists of a sequence of numbers written in twocolumns side
by side. One column represents "months inexpansion" (c) while
the other gives the corresponding "months incontraction" (c). The
numbers in each column range between 6 and72. (This follows
from the definition of a business cycle [cf.Burns and Mitchell,op.
cit. p. 3J, which requres thata business cycle will not be less than
twelve months longor longer than twelve years. We arbitrarily
divide by two to get therange for expansions and contractions.
The reference cyclesequence is split into two parisrepresenting
the prewar and postwarperiods respectively. In the formerthe
numbers from both columns addto 419; in the latter, 157. Asan















This means thatstarting from the datewhen we beganour refer. ence cycle (September1879) we bad 39months of expansion followed by 42 monthsof contraction,51 months ofexpansion, etc. The asterisks indicatethat we startedout (finished) in the midst of a contractionor an expansion.
If we take twosuch referencecycleseqIences side by side, andSIGNIFICANCE TEST
add up (1) the number of months during which both cyclesare
expanding (e), (2) the number duiing which theyare both con-
tracting (c), and (3) the number of months when theyare out of
phase (d), repeating this for bothprewar and postwar parts, we
have a phase comparison of the two cycles. The pairwise phase
comparisons of our four cycles are given in Table 4.
Now suppose that we used as reference cycles not the intervals
given in Table 1 but rather numbers from a table of random
numbers. What sort of phase comparisons wouldwe get and how
would they compare with those in Table 4? Certainly ifour refer-
ence cycles were constructed from random numbers and we had a
large number of such series, we should expect that pairs of such
cycles would be out of phase (in phase) 50 per cent of the time
on the average. Just what one should expect from taking only four
such random series of reference cycles is another matter.
To see what sort of phase comparisons one might expect from
random numbers, let us construct some random cycles. To start
out we select two sequences of about 70 numbers each, each num-
ber consisting of the sum of 3 numbers from a table of random
numbers (such as the Interstate Commerce Commission's Table of
105,000 Random Decimal Digits) ranging from 2 to 24. The sum
of 3 numbers between 2 and 24 is used to produce numbers between
6 and 72 so as to obtain numbers which are approximately normally
distributed. Setting these two lists side by side and calling one
column expansion (e) and the other contraction (c), we will have
constructed one long random "reference cycle" sequence covering
over 5,500 "months." We then draw from our random number
table 40 numbers between, say, 0 and 5,000. We use these 40
numbers as random starting points. For example, if one of the
numbers were 1,000, we would look at our long reference cycle
sequence and count clown to the 1,000th month in the series. Start-
ing from there we select the next 419 months as a random prewar
cycle sequence and the succeeding 157 as the corresponding post-
war cycle sequence. In this way we obtain 40 "random reference
cycle" sequences of the required length. We then compute the
corresponding 60 possible phase comparisons by taking these 40
random reference cycle sequences in groups of 4. Each group
will give 6 possible comparisons. Comparisons of these with the
numbers from Table 4 will give us a good idea of the amount of
randomness present in our reference cycles and will supply some
notion of the validity of statements (1) and (2) as well as others
made in subsequent chapters.
55e c Total e c Total e c Iota) (.( 0
4743 90 4682 2,134 47 38 4,953 4058 188 38 43 2,215 82 40 4,160 5233 271 15 252,255 30 4 4,240 2854 353 40432,338 36 2843')2 2826 407 2732 2,397 49 35 4,3p
2832 465 36272,480 17 40 4,443 48 43 554 37 23 2,520 46 53 4,542 4730 631 38 872,595 25394,)96 5928 718 43 822,700 5935 4,790 3233 783 38 432,779 41 22 4,7133 2038 841 54 15 2,848 27 37 4,827 5646 943 37 24 2,909 39 51 4,917 4223 1,008 47 832,989 37 81 4,953 3249 1,089 31 35 3,055 57 26 5,0138 2347 1,159 58 24 3,137 53 40 5,161 2849 1,236 24 453,206 52 31 5,244 34 41 1,811 47 35 3,288 3436 5,314 2837 1,376 22 353,345 4643 5,403 20 37 1,439 44 45 3,434 46 50 5,499 4843 1,530 54 383,526 40 51 5,59(j 4625 1,601 50 58 3,634
3848 1,687 41 48 3,723
58 61 1,810 57 343,814
4845 1,901 65 373,916
6382 2,026 35 24 3,975
We then pick 40 randomnumbers between 0 and 5,000.
1,801 9. 2,745 17. 1,592 25. 4,179 83. 2,446 1,429 10. 4,951 18. 4,970 28. 4,637 34. 1,751 1,968 ii.444 19. 4,801 27. 2,367 35. 1,945 8,317 12. 2,414 20.972 28. 4,358 36. 3,627 3,411 13. 2,373 21. 2,887 29. 3,042 37.809 0,302 14.8.32 22.587 30. 4,971 38. 2,789 3,267 15. 2,508 23. 3,998 31. 8,520 39. 4,260 3,137 16. 3,055 24. 3,659 32. 4,684 40. 4,681
Using theseas starting points,we construct our random reference
cycle sequences.
Series 1, for example,will be:
2
2 Prewar Postwar
2 e C e C





To illustrate this procedure, here is a
reference series:
INTERNATiONAL TiMiNG OF BUSINESS CYCLESSIGNiFICANCE TEST
Having written down in like manner the 40 random reference cycle
sequences corresponding to the 40 random starting points, we can




ee cc out of phase
1-2 90 84 245
1-3 99 133 187
1 - 4 81 118 240
2 - 3 75 112 282
2-4 111 112 198
3-4 41 92 288
5-6 99 91 229
5-7 39 29 351
5-8 108 88 223
6 - 7 121 120 178
6 - 8 59 48 312
7 - 8 91 78 250
9-10 158 103 208
9 -11 129 71 219
9 -12 140 81 198
10-11 134 82 203
10-12 154 101 164
11-12 134 100 185
13-14 113 133 173
13-15 105 95 219
13-16 129 134 156
14-15 112 109 198
14-16 95 83 241
15-16 116 74 229
17-18 138 112 169
17-19 102 80 2.37
17-20 86 109 244
18-19 188 127 104
18-20 126 130 163
19-20 126 134 159
21-22 78 49 292
21-23 123 93 203
21-24 155 109 155
22-23 100 72 247
22-24 138 79 224
23-24 173 128 118
25-26 150 150 119
25-27 48 80 291
25-28 85 112 222
26-27 41 34 344
28-28 105 93 221
27-28 116 136 161
29-30 108 63 248
29-31 137 98 184
29-32 163 124 132
30-31 146 87 188
30-32 92 33 294
Postwar
In same phase
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Prewar Postwar
In same phase In same phase
ee ccout of phase ec ccout of phase
31-32 159 106 154 53 27
33-34 109 112 198 24 28 107
33-35 88 98 233 35 19
33-36 99 48 272 64 25 68
34-35 95 139 185 45 70
34-38 85 68 268 28 28 109
35-36 99 89 231 55 g
37-38 150 145 124 62 61
37-39 134 180 125 57 66
31-40 98 119 202 81 54 42
38-39 145 109 165 51 44 62
38-40 98 57 264 62 39
39-40 113 103 203 47 34 7
We now have only to compare these phasecomparisons with
those given in Table 4. In Chart 2 the number ofmonths out of
phase is plotted for the 60 random pairs and the 6 actualpairs. Each
x represents a random pair, eacha European I)air, andeach
circle represents a pair involving the United States.In Chart 3
the plotting is repeated for the number of monthscc and cc. Prac-
tically the same results appear in both:
In the prewar phase comparisons, whereasthe out of phase
numbers range from100-350, with most falling in therange 120..
310, for the random pairs, the three Europeanpairs are eachout
of phase 40-60 months. Thisseems to indicate, with a high degree
of assurance, that the correlationbetween the Europeancycles
prewar is real and cannot be ascribedto chance effects.
The same cannot be said ofthe pairs involving theUnited States, prewar. Although theseare all in one tail of the random
distribution, indicatingsome depature from randomness,there is
no conclusive evidence that thecorrelation here is real. Onething which can be said witha good deal of assurance is thatthe cone- lation amongprewar European cycles issignificantly greater than that between theUnited States and Europeancycles.
As to the postwarsituation: here there is nothingto indicate
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Prewar (419 months)
Thus we arrive at a reasonable justification of the statements(a)
and (b) made at the beginning of this section.
(12) The reader should be cautioned not totake the results of
this test too literally as the test itself is based on anumber of
approximations. One notable approximation is in theconstruction
of the long sequence of random "referencecycles." Here the num-
bers that composed the cycle were the sumof three random num-
bers ranging from 2 to 24. It was assumed thatthe length of half-
cycles is approximately normally distributed.The composition of
the random reference cycles was hence madeapproximately normal.
Further the length of expansions and contractions wereassumed
to be equal. However the distributionof expansions probably differs
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This discrepancy can be eliminated by designing a more refined
test. However it is this author's view that the errors arising from
this approximation will not affect the outcome sufficientlyto
warrant correction.
The above test is only one of a number that can be used in test-
ing the significance of covariance of reference cycles. For instance,
if one wishes only to answer the question whether the covariation
between the prewar cycles of, say, France and Great Britain is sig-
nificant, a reasonably simple and accurate answer can be obtained
using a two-by-two chi-square contingency test. Here the data are




France e 210 12 222
c 46 151 197
256 163 419
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If there were no association between the two sets of cycles, then the
individual cell frequencies should be proportional to the marginal
totals on the average. The corresponding test is described in detail
in such statistical texts as R. A. Fisher, Statistical Methods forResearch
Workers; G. U. Yule, and M. C. Kendall, An Introduction to the
Theory of Statistics. In the present problem this chi-square con-
tingency test would tell us that, if there had been noassociation
between the two cycles, the chances of turning up with a tablelike
this would be about one in a million.
(iS) The chi-square contingency test likewise utilizes assump-
tions regarding the character of the data. Inparticular it assumes
that each of the entries in the table is an independentobservation.
This is clearly not correct in the present case, sinceeach reference
phase contains many months and all months in a phase aretreated
alike. The new test proposed above meets this pointby treating
each phase as a unit.
Section 3. Duration of Cycles, Concentration,and
Spread of Turning Points
(14) We shall now consider the averageduration of reference
cycles in two periods (Table 5). There wereonly six full cycles
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TABLE 5
Number and Duration of Reference Cycles ofFourCountries
Postwar (January l919-December1932, 187 months)
Great Britain 4 4 4 17.5 22.5 40.0 43.8 France 4 4 4 28.2 13.5 39.8 s Germany 3 3 000 nn -- - - Zj i2.6 557 44.:3 United States 4 3 3 18.5 16.0 4.7 536 484 Only complete cyclesare counted; parts of cycles at bothends of a seriesare droppJ. Cycles are measured from trough to trough.Similarly only completeexpansions andcontractjo, counted in their respectivecolumns.
Durations of only completecycles, expansions, andcontractions are includedin tine re- spective columns.
The percentagesare calculated from a base equalto the average durationof expansjonp1n that of contractions This:!Im equals the average durationof cycles only whenthe nwnb full cycles Is thesame as the number ofexpansions and contractions. The periods selectedare slightly longer than thosein other tables. Thisis done soas to in. dude all phases andcycles which are includedin the other tables.
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18 United States; in bothcases there were thesame respective number
tin of expansionsaxd contractions.Theaverage duration ofa full cycle no in Europe variedonly from 69.9months to 71.0months; the Amen-
tin can average wasnaturally much lower:42.9 months.
tti When theaverage length of theexpansions andcontractions is expressed as apercentage of theaverage duration of theentire cycle no we see thatexpansions were withoutexception longer and that cy France, Germany,and the UnitedStates formone group yielding for figures with onlyslight variation:53.2, 55.2, and54.1 per centre- On spectively. GreatBritain with61.0 per centshows the highestrela- Wit live averageduration ofexpansions. (15) Thispicture againalteredmaterially after thewai. The average cycleswere withoutexception much shorter,the UnitedDURATION AND TURNiNG POINTS
States with 347 months (as compared with 42.9 months before the
war) still having the briefest cycle. For Great Britain and France
we find a cycle 30 months shorter while the German cycle has been
shortened only by 18.4 months. These changes may be due partly
to the smaller number of months covered for the whole period, but
we shall find the same experience with some individual series. The
percentages for expansion of the average cycle vary little for Ger-
many and the United States from their respective prewar figures.
But France gives 66.0 per cent for expansion and Great Britain only
43.8 per cent. The latter would conform with a general study of
British postwar developments, while the same cannot be said with
similar confidence for France. Here the statistics hardly corroborate
widely held opinions about French postwar economic development.
Our results would be different if the comparison of reference cycles
extended past 1932, since from then on long upward movements
occurred in Germany, Great Britain, and the United States, or if the
degrees of the movements, i.e., their amplitudes, could be con-
sidered.
(16) We now have to raise a somewhat different question,
whether a conspectus of reference cycles will disclose truly "inter-
national cycles." The answer, in general, is in the negative. To begin
with there exists no convenient list of "international reference
dates." In fact it is not always clear, prima facie, what an interna-
tional cycle would be, as was pointed out elsewhere,7 although such
notions are widely used both in everyday parlance of businessmen
and in economic literature. There is fairly general agreement that
there were numerous international crises, e.g., among others in
1873, 1890, 1893, 1907, 1921, 1929, 1931, 1937.8 In the literature
these were always understood to have been times when there was
not a mere coincidence of crises in our various countries butwhen
there was evidence of a genuine international spread of the dis-
turbances.
Now it will be noted that some of the above-mentioned datesdo
not even occur in our Table 1, i.e., they form no part of thereference
cycle pattern. This may turn out to be highly significant. Consider
for example the complete absence of the year 1931, which witnessed
one of the greatest disturbances of theeconomies of most countries,
with a complicated setup of interactions crisscrossing in many
'Cf. Chap. I, sec. 7.
$ Observe that 1893 occurs only for the United States m Table 1 and hence
not at alt in Table 6. Yet there was a graveinternational crisis theni
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directions. These crises certainly were fekthotigltovarying degreeswithin each of the four domestic econom
Sometim the international disturbances may be coincident withthe peaksof reference cycles; this is to a limited extent true for1907 but
for the month in which the actual international criseç
OCCUrTCJ
If the international (financial) crises and disturbancesarethe one hand sufficiently marked as to enter our general
experience anj to appear in most economic records, but on the otherhan(l don often show up in the reference dates,° thena simple conchj0
suggests itself: it is possibly a characteristic of the
international financial relations that the crises within thatfield are sharpand even violent but do not necessarily give riseto thatseq.nc,e of events usually associated with reference cycleturning Points.Most likely they will occur quite typicallyafter the referencecycle Ptaks. The study of this property andsequence__if the)' existat
require the detailed examination of thevarious statisticswhich are analyzed in the following chapters.
In any case an attempt shouldbe made to establishindepend. ently the dates ofgreat international financialtensjos and, ifpo. sible, to describe themin some detail. Sincethis wouldnot ne. sarily yield continuouscycles, weare in the same earlystage of our investigation as were thosewho studiedeconomic fluctuatio chiefly in terms of distinctcrises, rather thanto insist upona cycli- cal aspect whichis of a later vintage.The parallelismmay end here, since it isnot at all certain thatin the internationalfield (finance or other)it will again bepossible to make thetransition from disconnectedcrises to closelyinterwovcn entire cycles.One of the reasons whythe chances forthe establishmentof cyclesare smaller now is foundin the fact thatthe internationaleconomy is of much looserorganization andstructure andmore complicated than anydomestically closedeconom'. Under theseconditioas changes in sfructure,which are aptto upset cyclicalregularity (if found),occur muchmore easily. Thetendencies in thatdirection have gainedmoreover from thegrowing influence ofgovernmental interferenee intointernationaleconomic relatjois In orderto dis- tinguish internationalcycles wewould finalt' haveto recognize internafjo,,l troughsas vell as crises, the latlersYnonymous with SVe will see later(cf. Chaps. VIIand X) that thisextends even to indexes for thinternational anddomesticaspects of the activjtj(which the indexes debeWe shall find,be. cit., thatcertaiiinterti tioiiat stock mark panics do noteven causea ripple insome important stockmarket indexes. However, thenwe may questionthe validityof the index.
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upper turning points, which is not necessary. But at the present
stage this cannot be done. It is not at all clear intuitively when
such a trough has been reached and how it is to be circumscribed.
(17) Our reference cycles can and should be subjected to still
another examination by determining the concentration and dis-
persion of turning points. Thisvill prove to be of some interest
and the method to be applied will find further use in later chapters
(cf., e.g.. Table 22, etc.). The procedure is again quite simple; it
will be explained fully here.
In a comparison of a number of time series, we observe that their
cycle turning points are sometimes concentrated within a very
short period, sometimes spread over a considerable number of
months. This can be seen on Chart 1 for the reference cycles and
on numerous other occasions later forspecific cycles (cf., e.g.,
Chart 5). Our two different phase comparisons have expressed
something about the concentration or dispersion of turning points
since 100 per cent agreement is not observed. But we canobtain
additional and more direct information on this point. If there is a
high concentration, then we may look upon those monthsand
years from the point of view ofinternational turning points, while,
when there is a great dispersion, this would describe a verydif-
ferent situation. To some extent this can be established in apurely
qualitative manner by visual inspection of the charts. But it isworth
while to devise some more objective way of dealingwith the evi-
dence, which would allow a more direct comparisonof these con-
centrations of turning points belonging todifferent economic
activities. All this, however, as well as The questionwhere tnily
international peaks, crises, and troughs occurred,belongs to later
stages of our investigation.10 Here we arerestricted to reference
cycles, and great as their value may be, itwould be rash to use
them now for such wider purposes.
(18) This is the procedure: Let
Max,...,Max; Mm (, ...,Mm ,
be consecutive maxima or minima, i.e., turning pointsrespectively
of the different time series 1,...,n., one series for each country.
(The asterisks, as before, indicate beginning orending in the
midst of a contraction or expansion.) In our present case,they are
'°It would be desirable to study thesepossibilities in terms of international
series. As to the various kinds of"international series," cf. the observations in
Chap. 1, and note 35 there.
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the reference dates, in other instances theyvill beSpecificcycle turning points. These points are considered as coinciding, if
with1
an interval of, e.g., Maxand Maxthere is noopposite turning
point." This criterion relates the coinciding turning points to
other in a unique way; i.e., if Maxcoincides with Max,
Max 'then there can clearly be no other Maxalso coincidingwith
Max,. ..,since between Maxand Maxthere mustbe
Min(orMin,as the case may be).
The period covered by this statistic begins where the firstthree
maxima or minima occur, which according to the abovedefinition
are coinciding. If the maximum or minimum of the fourth
series
falls earlier than the coinciding turning points and doesnot belong
with them by virtue of an intervening opposite turningpoint of
its own, the period covered by this statisticnevertheless starts
with the month preceding this excluded turningpoint. The aRab.
gous rule is observed for the termination of the periodwhich the
measurement covers. These rules are necessary in orderto eliminate
arbitrariness in determining the total numberof peaks, P, and
troughs, T, occurring. From these totals thepercentages p/P and
t/T are computed, wherep or t represent the number ofcoinciding
peaks or troughs.
From these coinciding turningpoints a simple arithmeticmean
is computed. The underlying monthlydata do not refer, ingeneral,
to any particular part of the month;therefore theaverage turning
points are rounded off to wholemonths. Only if they fallexactly
between two months, thefigure is not rounded off andboth months are reported in the tables,e.g., JulyAugust 1890 for reference
cycle peaks; ef. Table6.
(19) The degree ofconcentration is measured by thedispersion around the averageturning points. Themean deviation D is used1' in conformity withits other applicationsin the National Bureau
technique for similarpurposes. From these theaverage mean
deviation iis computed both forpeaks and troughs inorder to obtain a singlemeasure for an entire period.However the mean deviations fluctuate oftenwidely. Even for longperiods there are usually only fewturning points,e.g., there are only five coinciding
"is is an alicationor extension of the rule bywhich the National Bu- reau relates c cycle turning pointsto reference cycle turning points. Cf. Burns and Mitchell,op. cit., p. 118.
"It is computed fromthe mean beforerounding off.
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TABLE 6









































Average mean deviation of coinciding peaks as per cent of











Four countries May 1879 2.50
Dec. 1894 2.88
Nov. 1904 1.75 2.18 82
Nov. 1908 2.38
Sept. 1914 1.38
Three European countries June 1879 2.44
Nov. 1886 5.78
Feb. 1894 0.44




'Coinciding peaks: no trough within the range of peaks.
The arithmetical mean of the coinciding peaks or troughs is computed. If
the average falls exactly between two months, both months are reported. If the
average falls more closely into one month, only this month is reported.
'Coinciding troughs: no peak within the range of troughs.INTERNATIONAL TiMING OF BUS1NISS
CYCLES
peaks (all four countries) for 432 mont1is.'Constqnentiy
ou average mean deviations must be used with even
greatercare than most averages. Because of the small numberof observatjo
the inclusion of one more or less can makegreat difft.rensj order to show how representative these averagesare, the
Percentage of coinciding turning points out of all turning0ifltsCOrnputj, If this is beloW 50 per cent, averages are notcorflpUI1
(20) We now turn to the first application ofthismeasure i.e., to reference cycles. We have five average peaksandtroughs f all four countries, but with one notable feature.
Normally the kinds of turning points would forma sequence, SinCe itis obyio that there can be no two maxima inone time series
withouta intervening minimum and vice versa.However theseaverage turning points need not form a continuoussequence; forexample, there is an average trough in May 1879followed bytwo average peaks in April 1882 and JulyAugust1890, anda finalaverage trough September 1914.
Looking at the mean deviations of theaverage peaks and
troughs we find those of the peaks consistentlygreat except Junie1907 where it is only 0.75 months.It isvel1 known thatthisyear wit- nessed one of the sharpestinternational crises, havingits center gravity in the United States.It will beexamined later (e.g.,in Chapter VIII) whetherthe reference cyclesshow thetrue chai. acter of internationallyimportant turnsor whether thereare perhaps other indicationswhich must be reliedupon. For the fourcountries the mean deviationsof theaverage troughs are all lower than themean deviation of thepreceding peaks,except the one of 2.38months whichoccurs in November 1908,following the great crisis of1907. The lowest fallsinto September1914, which reflects the rapidspeeding up ofeconomic expansion afterthe out- break of war.
The tsvoaverage mean deviations -band iare 2.85 and 2.18 respectively; the latterbecomes 2.37 lithetrough of 1914 isex- cluded. Thedifference betweenthe two, D, and i5Tis fairly large and surprising.Mosteconomists would probaly have expected that the dispersionof turningpoints wouki begreater around the troughs thanaround the peaks.It is more plausihlthat peaks (or rather"crises")are more intimatelyrelated to each other, because of themany factors whichcould he mentiommedas making the transmissionof tensionsand difficultiesmore Jikel' than that
'This, in spiteof a high degreeof covariatii ofphiws!
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of the delicate and often weak stimulants whichare registered for
upturns.
Taking the three Europeancountries alone, this general
rclationship still holds: 15,= 2.44, Ti5= 2.2.5. However, if August
1914 is omitted from the troughs, Ti.5= 2.56. The small numbers
involved make it almost impossible to decide whetherto reject
this evidence as showing a decisive difference. Buteven if it is
rejected, the United States again remainsapart from the more
homogeneous behavior of European business cycles.
1907 stands out again with a mean deviation at theaverage peak
of only 0.44 months, the smallest value recorded, whether for peaks
or troughs. For the latter it occurs even twice: February 1894 and
August 1914. The three consecutive average turning pointspeak
of April 1882, trough of November 1886, peak of August 1890
not only contain the highest peak dispersion (5.11 months) but
is the sequence of the three greatest values; it can perhaps be
taken as indicating a very diluted interactionif it exists at all
while some others show a much more rapid mutual adjustment
of the various business cycles. it is interesting to note that there
is a slight tendency away from the biggest dispersions toward
smaller ones. The greatest, as we saw, occur at the beginning of
our series. In spite of covering 432 monthsa substantial number
for many statistics, and substantial especially for international
comparisons of business cyclesthe number of cyclesis very
small and does not allow us to generalize in one way or the other.
Our data are subject to at least one further qualification, as
mentioned before: it is important to know how large the per-
centage is of the coinciding extrema out of all extrema. For all
four countries this is 71 per cent and 62 per cent for peaks and
troughs respectively. Because of these differences in the per-
centages, the above-mentioned relations between the mean devia-
tions of the two extrema must be viewed with a caution additional
to that required by the small numbers. For the three European
countries on the other hand the percentage is both times 100, i.e., all
coinciding peaks and troughs exhaust each class of extrema.
Now we turn to the postwar period January 1919-December 1933.
Here we have such a short interval of time that the computations
are presented more for the sake of completeness rather than to
suggest interpretations. Yet there are a few characteristics of these
figures which bear mentioning. First of all Table 7 has been drawn
up only for the United States, Great Britain, and France, becauseINTERNATlONA1 TiMiNG OF BUSiNESS CYCLES
TABLE 7
Concentration and Dispersion of Reference Cycle Turning







Averagedeviation deviation Percentage peak (months)(months) colncidiag
Apr. 1920 3.11





Averagedeviation deviation Percentage trottghb(months)(months) coinciding
Three countries Apr. 1919 0 '
July 1921 1.11 244 Jan. 1928 5.33
Oct. 1932 3.33
Average mean deviation of coinciding peaks asper cent of
corresponding average for troughs
Three countries 125
Coinciding peaks: within therange of peaks is no trough.
b The arithmeticalmean of the coinciding peaks or troughs is computed.
'Coinciding troughs: within the range of troughsis no peak.
4Excluding 1919, averagemean deviation = 3.28.
the rhythm of the Germaneconomyas the country defeated in
warfalls so completely outsidethat of the others that itsex- clusion was indicated.'4
The first entry is theaverage trough of April 1919 withmean
deviation zero. This is theonly instance wherea zero occurs. It
was of course the simultaneousbeginning of therecovery from the short downtiiafter the war in thethree countries, a down-
turn, incidentally, whichallegedly had begunon the same date
June 19l8-_in Franceand Germany, fivemonths before the end of the war. After fairlywidely scattered peaksin 1920, the average trough in July 1921had onlya small deviation of 1.11 months.
In subsequent instancesno postwar computations couldbe made at all. It s thereforenoteworthy that thereference cycles yield at leastas much as they do.
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Contrary perhaps to general belief, the average peak of September
1929 had the wide mean deviation of 3.78 months. This is an
illustration of the fact that the peak is (internationally) more often
than not associated with the collapse of prices on the New York
and other stock exchanges, rather than with the turning of general
business conditions which occurred earlier (except in France). The
former may indeed have had much more to do with the trans-
missions of adverse influences15 than the latter.
While the percentages p/P =75 and t/T =80 do not indicate a
complete exhaustion of the available peaks and troughs, they are
better than for all four countries in the prewar time.
(23) Another approach to the determination of an international
reference cycle is by aggregating and cumulating the months of
expansion and contraction. Thus for the four countries under study
we add for each month the number expanding and substractthe
number contracting. The net for each month is then cumulated
continuously from 1879. When for any month the number of
countries expanding exceeds the number contracting, the cumula-
tive aggregate increases; when the number contracting exceeds
the number expanding, the cumulative aggregate declines. The
peaks and troughs of our composite would be those months when
the majority of the series started to decline or stopped declining
respectively.18
Table 8 compares the peaks and troughs thus determined with our
other method, the concentration and dispersion of turning points
(Tables 6 and 7). In most instances the two are in close, and even
exact, agreement (e.g., for the three European countries,the pre-
war troughs in June 1879, February1895, March 1902, December
1908, and August 1914). There are a few significantdifferences,
however. For the four countries, the cumulative method adds one
prewar peak (June 1903) and two prewartroughs (August 1886
and March 1902). For the interwar period thepeculiarities of
the German cycle render comparison difficult,and it is not at-
tempted.
The peaks in European cycles may actually havebeen caused, or at least
precipitated, by the shift of European short-term and long-termcapital to the
still rising New York Stock Exchange and the abruptending of American lend-
ing in Europe in 1928.
° For a more detailed explanation, cf. "New Facts on BusinessCycles," 30th
Annual Report, National Bureau of EconomicResearch, 1950, pp. 3-37.
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(24) The question arises whether indexesof general business
activityas computed for many countries wouldnot serve better
than the reference cycles,in view of the fact that besidesgiving
dates of turning points theypurport to show rates of changeof
activity; or, alternatively, whetherthe variations in nationalincome
would give us the needed description.
As to the first alternative,the usefulness of such globalindexes is now frequentlyconsidered to be small.IT Theypurport to show more than any single timeseries can possibly show: theentire business cycle. Theyare useful for popular visualizationbut not for expressing thecomplexities of multiple andinterrelated cumula- tive processes. Soat best theyserve only as a differentmeans to determine turningpoints. This is again doneby a process of averaging, as in thecase of the reference cycles.There is no reason to assume that theaverages struck in thisway are superior to the others. If thereare disagreements betweenthe two they can
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August 1886 May 187fl-
March 1900 JanuasyFebruary 1900 February 1895
June 1903 March 1902
July 1901 June 1901 November 1904
April 1913 March 1913 December 1908 Novem
August 1914 Septe,nbilliALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
probably be settled by reviewing the technique of reference cycle
dating.
(25) As to the second alternative, therecan be little doubt that
the proper use of figures on national income would bevery fruitful.
The obvious difficulty here is of course thatno trustworthy monthly
figures are available for any significant stretch of time. National
income statistics are a recent development; they are usuallyon a
yearly basis which is not very suitable for business cycle analysis
in view of the fineness of the variations of most processes under
consideration. There is no point in trying topress further in this
direction at present, because it must be consideredas hopeless to
try to take such sets of figures for the long periods which we deem
essential for the study of our problem. it is unquestionably more
important to try to close important gaps in our basic statistics,
e.g., on capital movements, than to use income statistics which
for most countries are of extremely doubtful value. In later years,
when the present pioneering stage is past, this may be the right
starting point. By that time the theoretical analysis, the "income
approach," will also have settled down.
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